Why Juniper Networks?

Juniper Networks Facts:
• The top global service providers,
and 99 of the Fortune Global
100, run on Juniper Networks.
• More than 86 percent of
smartphone traffic in the U.S. is
secured by Juniper.
• Seven of the eight largest
international stock exchanges
trade across Juniper Networks.
• The top-five social media
properties run on Juniper
Networks, with more than 4.5
billion updates per day and
53,000+ updates per second.
Learn More
If you need a network that does
more than simply connect users to
services—and one that advances
your business, streamlines your
existing operations, and enables
you to innovate and respond faster
to changing customer needs—look
to Juniper Networks. To learn more
please call +1-866-298-6428.

When you’re seeking the best network for your business, you need one that’s simple,
reliable and secure. That’s why we recommend Juniper Networks.
Not only is Juniper powering the world’s largest—most demanding—IT infrastructures,
including the top global service providers, 99 of the Fortune 100, and the top-five
social media platforms worldwide, it’s also driven to create technology that’s easy to
use and manage.
No matter how large or how small your business, Juniper Networks has a solution
designed to fit your needs now and then grow along with you.
Our team of network engineers has the expertise to assess your network requirements—
and the experience necessary to help you design, integrate and manage a customized
Juniper Networks solution that’s uniquely optimized to meet your specific needs.

Your Network. Your Business.
Most small and midsize businesses can’t afford to maintain a large full-time IT staff to
handle network issues. That’s why so many of them choose Juniper. Its networks are
simple, reliable and secure. Our engineers can help you build and operate a network that
minimizes risk and delivers results so your business can succeed today—and in the future.
Juniper Networks Junos, the common network operating system across all of Juniper’s
routing, switching and security products, is unmatched by competitors. Junos and JunosV
platforms make customer networks simpler to maintain and operate over time.

The Juniper Difference: One OS
One OS: Simplicity

Open Standards

• Single system, easy to
deploy, learn and use
• Creates lower TCO
• Productivity gains

• Interoperates with
competitors
• Don’t have to rip and
replace to upgrade
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Reliability

• Reliable accessibility
to applications and
services
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